Name of the Tool

Artmagick

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.artmagick.com/

Subject

Artists-Biography-Dictionaries

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher
Artmagick

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

ArtMagick is an ongoing personal project by Julia Kerr contains biographical
information of artist, poetry, books and long-term forgotten painting showing
the magic world of romance and pictured poetry. A selection of works by over
300 artists working during the 19th and early 20th centuries can be viewed on
ArtMagick. Most of the pictures chosen for inclusion on this site were inspired
by themes from mythology and European literature.

Kind of Information

Each entry contains date of birth, date of death, profession, and illustration work
of persons with image gallery like

Special Features
 This site contains auction records of each illustrator and links with
http://www.artprice.com to log in for subscribing the illustration.
 Where and when art was exhibited is mentioned.
 There is a forum of free resource available to ArtMagick visitors.
 This site also presents collection of poetry like

 Art magic album in this website consists of selection of pictures. People
can save pictures in an art album to keep track of them. An art album can
be shared with other visitors to ArtMagick, or kept private. To create
Artmagick album, account on Artmagick is required to be created by
providing email id and password.

 Current list is shown by RSS feeds. RSS feeds offer a convenient way to
stay up-to-date with the latest additions to the ArtMagick website.
 It provides links of various art dealers, art galleries, art
journals/magazines, art licensing/commercial image archives etc.

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged according to alphabetical order. Under each entry titles of
literature where art presents also are arranged in alphabetical order.

Remarks

This mainly contains illustrators’ biographies with illustration works. This site
provides various links by which illustration can also be purchased by general
people.

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

 AfriClassical.com
(http://chevalierdesaintgeorges.homestead.com/index.html)
 The Villa of Composers (http://www.villacomposers.org/)

August 16,2016

